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Learning Content Similarity for Music
Recommendation
Brian McFee, Student Member, IEEE, Luke Barrington, and Gert Lanckriet, Member, IEEE

Abstract—Many tasks in music information retrieval, such
as recommendation, and playlist generation for online radio,
fall naturally into the query-by-example setting, wherein a user
queries the system by providing a song, and the system responds
with a list of relevant or similar song recommendations. Such
applications ultimately depend on the notion of similarity between
items to produce high-quality results. Current state-of-the-art
systems employ collaborative filter methods to represent musical
items, effectively comparing items in terms of their constituent
users. While collaborative filter techniques perform well when
historical data is available for each item, their reliance on historical data impedes performance on novel or unpopular items.
To combat this problem, practitioners rely on content-based
similarity, which naturally extends to novel items, but is typically
outperformed by collaborative filter methods. In this paper, we
propose a method for optimizing content-based similarity by
learning from a sample of collaborative filter data. The optimized
content-based similarity metric can then be applied to answer
queries on novel and unpopular items, while still maintaining high
recommendation accuracy. The proposed system yields accurate
and efficient representations of audio content, and experimental
results show significant improvements in accuracy over competing
content-based recommendation techniques.
Index Terms—Audio retrieval and recommendation, collaborative filters (CFs), music information retrieval, query-by-example,
structured prediction.

I. INTRODUCTION

N effective notion of similarity forms the basis of many
applications involving multimedia data. For example, an
online music store can benefit greatly from the development
of an accurate method for automatically assessing similarity
between two songs, which can in turn facilitate high-quality
recommendations to a user by finding songs which are similar to her previous purchases or preferences. More generally,
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high-quality similarity can benefit any query-by-example recommendation system, wherein a user presents an example of an
item that she likes, and the system responds with, e.g., a ranked
list of recommendations.
The most successful approaches to a wide variety of recommendation tasks—including not just music, but books, movies,
etc.—use collaborative filters (CF). Systems based on collaborative filters exploit the “wisdom of crowds” to infer similarities
between items, and recommend new items to users by representing and comparing these items in terms of the people who
use them [1]. Within the domain of music information retrieval,
recent studies have shown that CF systems consistently outperform alternative methods for playlist generation [2] and semantic annotation [3]. However, collaborative filters suffer from
the dreaded “cold start” problem: a new item cannot be recommended until it has been purchased, and it is less likely to be
purchased if it is never recommended. Thus, only a tiny fraction
of songs may be recommended, making it difficult for users to
explore and discover new music [4].
The cold-start problem has motivated researchers to improve content-based recommendation systems. Content-based
systems operate on music representations that are extracted
automatically from the audio content, eliminating the need for
human feedback and annotation when computing similarity.
While this approach naturally extends to any item regardless of
popularity, the construction of features and definition of similarity in these systems are frequently ad-hoc and not explicitly
optimized for the specific task.
In this paper, we propose a method for optimizing contentbased audio similarity by learning from a sample of collaborative filter data. Based on this optimized similarity measure, recommendations can then be made where no collaborative filter
data is available. The proposed method treats similarity learning
as an information retrieval problem, where similarity is learned
to optimize the ranked list of results in response to a query example (Fig. 1). Optimizing similarity for ranking requires more
sophisticated machinery than, e.g., genre classification for semantic search. However, the information retrieval approach offers a few key advantages, which we argue are crucial for realistic music applications. First, there are no assumptions of transitivity or symmetry in the proposed method. This allows, for
example, that “The Beatles” may be considered a relevant result
for “Oasis,” but not vice versa. Second, CF data can be collected
passively from users by mining their listening histories, thereby
directly capturing their listening habits. Finally, optimizing similarity for ranking directly attacks the main quantity of interest:
the ordered list of retrieved items, rather than coarse abstractions of similarity, such as genre agreement.
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Fig. 1. Query-by-example recommendation engines allow a user to search for
new items by providing an example item. Recommendations are formed by computing the most similar items to the query item from a database of potential recommendations.

A. Related Work
Early studies of musical similarity followed the general
strategy of first devising a model of audio content (e.g., spectral clusters [5], Gaussian mixture models [6], or latent topic
assignments [7]), applying some reasonable distance function
(e.g., earth-mover’s distance or Kullback–Leibler divergence),
and then evaluating the proposed similarity model against some
source of ground truth. Logan and Salomon [5] and Aucouturier
and Pachet [6] evaluated against three notions of similarity
between songs: same artist, same genre, and human survey
data. Artist or genre agreement entail strongly binary notions
of similarity, which due to symmetry and transitivity may be
unrealistically coarse in practice. Survey data can encode subtle
relationships between items, for example, triplets of the form
“A is more similar to B than to C” [6], [8], [9]. However, the
expressive power of human survey data comes at a cost: while
artist or genre meta-data is relatively inexpensive to collect
for a set of songs, similarity survey data may require human
feedback on a quadratic (for pairwise ratings) or cubic (for
triplets) number of comparisons between songs, and is thus
impractical for large data sets.
Later work in musical similarity approaches the problem in
the context of supervised learning: given a set of training items
(songs), and some knowledge of similarity across those items,
the goal is to learn a similarity (distance) function that can
predict pairwise similarity. Slaney et al. [10] derive similarity
from web-page co-occurrence, and evaluate several supervised
and unsupervised algorithms for learning distance metrics.
McFee and Lanckriet [11] develop a metric learning algorithm
for triplet comparisons as described above. Our proposed
method follows in this line of work, but is designed to optimize
structured ranking loss (not just binary or triplet predictions),
and uses a collaborative filter as the source of ground truth.
The idea to learn similarity from a collaborative filter follows
from a series of positive results in music applications. Slaney
and White [12] demonstrate that an item-similarity metric
derived from rating data matches human perception of similarity better than a content-based method. Similarly, it has been
demonstrated that when combined with metric learning, collaborative filter similarity can be as effective as semantic tags for
predicting survey data [11]. Kim et al. [3] demonstrated that

collaborative filter similarity vastly outperforms content-based
methods for predicting semantic tags. Barrington et al. [2]
conducted a user survey, and concluded that the iTunes Genius
playlist algorithm (which is at least partially based on collaborative filters1) produces playlists of equal or higher quality than
competing methods based on acoustic content or meta-data.
Finally, there has been some previous work addressing the
cold-start problem of collaborative filters for music recommendation by integrating audio content. Yoshii et al. [13] formulate
a joint probabilistic model of both audio content and collaborative filter data in order to predict user ratings of songs (using
either or both representations), whereas our goal here is to use
audio data to predict the similarities derived from a collaborative filter. Our problem setting is most similar to that of Stenzel
and Kamps [14], wherein a CF matrix was derived from playlist
data, clustered into latent “pseudo-genres,” and classifiers were
trained to predict the cluster membership of songs from audio
data. Our proposed setting differs in that we derive similarity at
the user level (not playlist level), and automatically learn the
content-based song similarity that directly optimizes the primary quantity of interest in an information retrieval system: the
quality of the rankings it induces.
B. Our Contributions
Our primary contribution in this work is a framework for
improving content-based audio similarity by learning from a
sample of collaborative filter data. Toward this end, we first develop a method for deriving item similarity from a sample of
collaborative filter data. We then use the sample similarity to
train an optimal distance metric over audio descriptors. More
precisely, a distance metric is optimized to produce high-quality
rankings of the training sample in a query-by-example setting.
The resulting distance metric can then be applied to previously
unseen data for which collaborative filter data is unavailable.
Experimental results verify that the proposed methods significantly outperform competing methods for content-based music
retrieval.
This paper expands on results described in a previous conference publication [15]. This paper investigates a broader class of
audio representations, provides a more thorough evaluation of
each component of the framework, and includes thorough comparisons to alternative methods. Notably, in comparison to the
previous work, the audio representations described here significantly improve performance relative to semantic auto-tag representations.
C. Preliminaries
let
denote its th coFor a -dimensional vector
denote its th row
ordinate; similarly, for a matrix , let
and th column entry. A square, symmetric matrix
is positive semi-definite (PSD, denoted
) if each of its
of compateigenvalues is nonnegative. For two matrices
ible dimension, the Frobenius inner product is defined as

1http://www.apple.com/pr/library/2008/09/09itunes.html
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Finally, let
.

denote the binary indicator function of the event

II. LEARNING SIMILARITY
The main focus of this work is the following information retrieval problem: given a query song , return a ranked list from a
database of songs ordered by descending similarity to . In
general, the query may be previously unseen to the system, but
will remain fixed across all queries. We will assume that each
song is represented by a vector in , and similarity is computed
by Euclidean distance. Thus, for any query , a natural ordering
is generated by sorting according to increasing disof
.
tance from :
Given some side information describing the similarity relationships between items of , distance-based ranking can be
improved by applying a metric learning algorithm. Rather than
rely on native Euclidean distance, the learning algorithm prowhich characterizes an optiduces a PSD matrix
mized distance
(1)
In order to learn , we will apply the metric learning to rank
(MLR) [16] algorithm (Section II-B). At a high level, MLR opon , i.e., so that
generates
timizes the distance metric
optimal rankings of songs in when using each song in as a
query. To apply the algorithm, we must provide a set of similar
for each training query
. This is achieved
songs
by leveraging the side information that is available for items in
. More specifically, we will derive a notion of similarity from
collaborative filter data on . So, the proposed approach optimizes content-based audio similarity by learning from a sample
of collaborative filter data.
A. Collaborative Filters
The term collaborative filter (CF) is generally used to denote
to a wide variety of techniques for modeling the interactions
between a set of items and a set of users [1], [17]. Often, these
interactions are modeled as a (typically sparse) matrix where
rows represent the users, and columns represent the items. The
encodes the interaction between user and item .
entry
The majority of work in the CF literature deals with derived from explicit user feedback, e.g., 5-star ratings [12], [13].
While rating data can provide highly accurate representations
of user-item affinity, it also has drawbacks, especially in the domain of music. First, explicit ratings require active participation
on behalf of users. This may be acceptable for long-form content such as films, in which the time required for a user to rate
an item is miniscule relative to the time required to consume
it. However, for short-form content (e.g., songs), it seems unrealistic to expect a user to rate even a fraction of the items consumed. Second, the scale of rating data is often arbitrary, skewed
toward the extremes (e.g., 1- and 5-star ratings), and may require
careful calibration to use effectively [12].
Alternatively, CF data can also be derived from implicit feedback. While somewhat noisier on a per-user basis than explicit
feedback, implicit feedback can be derived in much higher volumes by simply counting how often a user interacts with an
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item (e.g., listens to an artist) [18], [19]. Implicit feedback differs from rating data, in that it is positive and unbounded, and
it does not facilitate explicit negative feedback. As suggested
by Hu et al. [19], binarizing an implicit feedback matrix by
thresholding can provide an effective mechanism to infer positive associations.
can be interpreted
In a binary CF matrix , each column
as a bag-of-users representation of item . Of central interest in
this paper is the similarity between items (i.e., columns of ).
as the Jaccard
We define the similarity between two items
index [20] of their user sets:

(2)
which counts the number of users shared between items and ,
and normalizes by the total number of users of and combined.
Equation (2) defines a quantitative metric of similarity between two items. However, for information retrieval applications, we are primarily interested in the most similar (relevant)
for
items for any query. We therefore define the relevant set
any item as the top most similar items according to (2), i.e.,
those items which a user of the system would be shown first. Although binarizing similarity in this way does simplify the notion
of relevance, it still provides a flexible language for encoding
relationships between items. Note that after thresholding, transitivity and symmetry are not enforced, so it is possible, e.g., for
The Beatles to be relevant for Oasis but not vice versa. Consequently, we will need a learning algorithm which can support
such flexible encodings of relevance.
B. Metric Learning to Rank
Any query-by-example retrieval system must have at its core
a mechanism for assessing the similarity of a query to a each
item in a known database. Intuitively, the overall system should
yield better results if the underlying similarity mechanism is optimized according to the chosen task. In classification tasks, for
example, this general idea has led to a family of algorithms collectively known as metric learning, in which a feature space
is optimized (typically by a linear transformation) to improve
performance of nearest-neighbor classification [21]–[23]. While
metric learning algorithms have been demonstrated to yield substantial improvements in classification performance, nearly all
of them are fundamentally limited to classification, and do not
readily generalize to asymmetric and non-transitive notions of
similarity or relevance. Moreover, the objective functions optimized by most metric learning algorithms do not clearly relate
to ranking performance, which is of fundamental interest in information retrieval applications.
Rankings, being inherently combinatorial objects, can be
notoriously difficult to optimize. Performance measures of
rankings, e.g., area under the ROC curve (AUC) [24], are
typically non-differentiable, discontinuous functions of the
underlying parameters, so standard numerical optimization
techniques cannot be directly applied. However, in recent
years, algorithms based on the structural SVM [25] have been
developed which can efficiently optimize a variety of ranking
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query , the predicted ranking should be that which maximizes
. Consequently, the (matrix-valued) feathe score
must be chosen so that the score maximizature map
tion coincides with the distance-ranking induced by , which
is, after all, the prediction rule we propose to use in practice,
for query-by-example recommendation (1). To accomplish this,
by the partial order
MLR encodes query-ranking pairs
feature [26]:

0

Fig. 2. Left: a query point ? and its relevant (+) and irrelevant ( ) results;
ranking by distance from ? results in poor retrieval performance. Right: after
learning an optimal distance metric with MLR, relevant results are ranked higher
than irrelevant results.

performance measures [26]–[28]. While these algorithms support general notions of relevance, they do not directly exploit
the structure of query-by-example retrieval problems.
The metric learning to rank (MLR) algorithm combines
these two approaches of metric learning and structural SVM,
and is designed specifically for the query-by-example setting
such that
[16]. MLR learns a positive semi-definite matrix
rankings induced by learned distances (1) are optimized according to a ranking loss measure, e.g., AUC, mean reciprocal
rank (MRR) [29], or normalized discounted cumulative gain
(NDCG) [30]. In this setting, “relevant” results should lie close
in space to the query , and “irrelevant” results should be
pushed far away.
For a query song , the database is ordered by sorting each
according to increasing distance from under the metric
defined by
(see Fig. 2). The metric
is learned by
solving a constrained convex optimization problem such that,
for each input training query , a higher score is assigned to a
than to any other possible output ranking
correct ranking
in the set of all rankings (permutations of ):

(3)
Here, the “score” for an input–output (query-ranking) pair
is computed by the Frobenius inner product
.2 The
produces a matrix-valued repfunction
(described below).
resentation of the input–output pair
computes the loss (e.g., decrease in AUC) incurred by
predicting instead of
for the query , essentially playing
the role of the “margin” between rankings and . Intuitively,
the score for a correct output ranking should exceed the score
. (A correct
for any other ranking by at least the loss
ranking is any one which places all relevant results
before
.) As in support vector machines, a slack
all irrelevant results
is introduced for each query to allow for margin
variable
violations during training.
Having defined the margin constraints (3), what remains to
be specified, to learn , is the feature map and the objective function of the optimization. To define the feature map ,
we first observe that the margin constraints indicate that, for a
2The margin constraint (3) is based on a generalization of multi-class SVM,
in which the score of a correct labeling exceeds the score of an incorrect labeling
by the classification error (typically 0–1 loss) [31].

(4)

where
the ranking

is the set of relevant (irrelevant) songs for ,
is encoded by
precedes in
succeeds in

and
is an auxiliary (matrix-valued) feature map that
and an
encodes the relationship between the query
. Intuitively,
decomposes the
individual item
, and computes a signed
ranking into pairs
average of pairwise differences
.
If places before (i.e., correctly orders and ), the difis added to
, and otherwise
ference
it is subtracted. Note that under this definition of , any two
have the same feature representation:
correct rankings ,
. It therefore suffices to only encode a single
for each query to construct margin concorrect ranking
straints (3) during optimization.
Since is linear in , the score also decomposes into a signed
average across pairs:

(5)
This indicates that the score
for a correct ranking
(the left-hand side of (3)) will be larger when the point-wise
is high for relevant points , and low for
score
irrelevant points , i.e.,
(6)
Indeed, this will accumulate only positive terms in the score
computation in (5), since a correct ranking orders all relevant
in the
results before all irrelevant results and, thus, each
summation will be positive. Similarly, for incorrect rankings
, point-wise scores satisfying (6) will lead to smaller scores
. Ideally, after training, is maximally aligned to
(i.e.,
achieves large margin
correct rankings
over scores
for incorrect rankings) by (approximately) satisfying (6). Consequently, at test time (i.e., in the
absence of a correct ranking ), the ranking for a query is
in descending order of point-wise
predicted by sorting
score
[26].
This motivates the choice of used by MLR:
(7)
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which upon taking an inner product with
squared distance between and under

, yields the negative,
:

(8)
therefore correDescending point-wise score
sponds to increasing distance from . As a result, the ranking
predicted by descending score is equivalent to that predicted by
increasing distance from , which is precisely the ranking of
interest for query-by-example recommendation.
The MLR optimization problem is listed as Algorithm 1.
As in support vector machines [32], the objective consists of
, which is
two competing terms: a regularization term
a convex approximation to the rank of the learned metric, and
provides a convex upper bound on the empirical
training loss , and the two terms are balanced by a tradeoff
parameter . Although the full problem includes a super-ex, for
ponential number of constraints (one for each
each ), it can be approximated by cutting plane optimization
techniques [16], [33].
Algorithm 1 Metric Learning to Rank [16]
Input: data

,

correct rankings

,

slack trade-off
Output:
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large pool of songs into a single bag-of-features, which is then
clustered to produce the codebook.
—which may
For each song in the codebook training set
generally be distinct from the MLR training set —we compute the first 13 Mel frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs)
[38] from each half-overlapping 23-ms frame. From the time
series of MFCC vectors, we compute the first and second instantaneous derivatives, which are concatenated to form a seMFCC vectors
quence of 39-dimensional dynamic MFCC
[39]. These descriptors are then aggregated across all
to form an unordered bag of features .
To correct for changes in scale across different MFCC diis normalized according to the
mensions, each vector
and standard deviation
estisample mean
is mapped by
mated from . The th coordinate
(9)
The normalized MFCC vectors are then clustered into a set
of
codewords by k-means (specifically, an online variant of
Hartigan’s method [40]).
B.

(Top- ) Vector Quantization

Once the codebook has been constructed, a song is repover the codewords in . This proresented as a histogram
ceeds in three steps: 1) a bag-of-features is computed from ’s
MFCC , denoted as
; 2) each
is
normalized according to (9); 3) the codeword histogram is constructed by counting the frequency with which each codeword
quantizes an element of :3

matrix

(10)

(permutations of

III. AUDIO REPRESENTATION
In order to compactly summarize audio signals, we represent
each song as a histogram over a dictionary of timbral codewords.
This general strategy has been proven effective in computer vision applications [34], as well as audio and music classification [35]–[37]. The efficiency and ease of implementation of the
codeword histogram approach makes it an attractive choice for
audio representation.
As a first step, a codebook is constructed by clustering a
large collection of feature descriptors (Section III-A). Once the
codebook has been constructed, each song is summarized by
aggregating vector quantization (VQ) representations across
all frames in the song, resulting in codeword histograms
(Section III-B). Finally, histograms are represented in a nonlinear kernel space to facilitate better learning with MLR
(Section III-C).
A. Codebook Training
Our general approach to constructing a codebook for vector
quantization is to aggregate audio feature descriptors from a

Codeword histograms are normalized by the number of frames
in the song in order to ensure comparability between songs
may therefore be interpreted as a multiof different lengths;
nomial distribution over codewords.
Equation (10) derives from the standard notion of vector
quantization (VQ), where each vector (e.g., data point ) is
replaced by its closest quantizer. However, VQ can become unstable when a vector has multiple, (approximately) equidistant
quantizers (Fig. 3, left), which is more likely to happen as the
size of the codebook increases.
To counteract quantization errors, we generalize (10) to support multiple quantizers for each vector. For a vector , a code, we
book , and a quantization threshold
define the quantization set
is a

nearest neighbor of

The top- codeword histogram for a song
as

is then constructed

(11)
3To simplify notation, we denote by h [v ] the bin of histogram h corresponding to the codeword v 2 V . Codewords are assumed to be unique, and the
usage should be clear from context.
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Fig. 3. Two close data points x ; x (+) and the Voronoi partition for three
VQ codewords v ; v ; v ( ). Left: hard VQ ( = 1) assigns similar data
points to dissimilar histograms. Right: assigning each data point to its top  = 2
codewords reduces noise in codeword histogram representations.

Intuitively, (11) assigns
mass to each of the closest codewords for each
(Fig. 3, right). Note that when
,
ensures that
(11) reduces to (10). The normalization by
, so that for
,
retains its interpretation as
a multinomial distribution over .
It should be noted that top- is by no means the only way to
handle over-quantization errors. In particular, the hierarchical
Dirichlet process (HDP) method proposed by Hoffman, et al.
addresses the quantization error problem (by using a probabilistic encoding), as well as the issue of determining the size
of the codebook, and could easily be substituted into our framework [7]. However, as demonstrated in Section IV, Algorithm 1
adequately compensates for these effects. For the sake of simplicity and ease of reproducibility, we opted here to use the topmethod.
C. Histogram Representation and Distance
After summarizing each song by a codeword histogram ,
. Subthese histograms may be interpreted as vectors in
sequently, for a query song , retrieval may be performed by
according to increasing (Euclidean) distance
ordering
. After optimizing
with Algorithm 1, the same
codeword histogram vectors may be used to perform retrieval
.
with respect to the learned metric
However, treating codeword histograms directly as vectors
in a Euclidean space ignores the simplicial structure of multinomial distributions. To better exploit the geometry of codeword histograms, we represent each histogram in a probability
product kernel (PPK) space [41]. Inner products in this space
can be computed by evaluating the corresponding kernel function . For PPK space, is defined as
(12)
The PPK inner product in (12) is equivalent to the Bhattacharyya
coefficient [42] between
and . Consequently, distance in
PPK space induces the same rankings as Hellinger distance between histograms.
Typically in kernel methods, data is represented implicitly in
maa (typically high-dimensional) Hilbert space via the
trix of inner products between training points, i.e., the kernel
matrix [43]. This representation enables efficient learning, even
when the dimensionality of the kernel space is much larger than
the number of points (e.g., for histogram-intersection kernels
[44]) or infinite (e.g., radial basis functions). The MLR algorithm has been extended to support optimization of distances
in such spaces by reformulating the optimization in terms of

matrix
the kernel matrix, and optimizing an
[45]. While kernel MLR supports optimization in arbitrary inner
product spaces, it can be difficult to scale up to large training
sets (i.e., large ), and may require making some simplifying
to be diagonal.
approximations to scale up, e.g., restricting
However, for the present application, we can exploit the specific structure of the probability product kernel (on histograms)
and optimize distances in PPK space with complexity that derather than , thereby supporting larger training
pends on
sets. Note that PPK enables an explicit representation of the data
according to a simple, coordinate-wise transformation:
(13)
for all , can be interpreted as
which, since
-dimensional simplex to the
-dimensional
mapping the
unit sphere. Training data may therefore be represented as a
data matrix, rather than the
kernel matrix. As
a result, we can equivalently apply (13) to the data, and learn a
matrix
with Algorithm 1, which is more efficient
, as is often the case in
than using kernel MLR when
our experiments. Moreover, the probability product kernel does
not require setting hyper-parameters (e.g., the bandwidth of a
radial basis function kernel), and thus simplifies the training
procedure.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
Our experiments are designed to simulate query-by-example
content-based retrieval of songs from a fixed database. Fig. 4
illustrates the high-level experimental setup: training and evaluation are conducted with respect to collaborative filter similarity
(as described in Section II-A). In this section, we describe the
sources of collaborative filter and audio data, experimental procedure, and competing methods against which we compare.
A. Data
1) Collaborative Filter: Last.FM: Our collaborative filter
data is provided by Last.fm,4 and was collected by Celma [4, Ch.
3]. The data consists of a users-by-artists matrix of 359 347
unique users and 186 642 unique, identifiable artists; the entry
contains the number of times user listened to artist . We
binarize the matrix by thresholding at 10, i.e., a user must listen
to an artist at least ten times before we consider the association
meaningful.
2) Audio: CAL10K: For our audio data, we use the CAL10K
data set [46]. Starting from 10 832 songs by 4661 unique artists,
we first partition the set of artists into those with at least 100
listeners in the binarized CF matrix (2015, the experiment set),
and those with fewer than 100 listeners (2646, the codebook
set). We then restrict the CF matrix to just those 2015 artists in
the experiment set, with sufficiently many listeners. From this
restricted CF matrix, we compute the artist-by-artist similarity
matrix according to (2).
Artists in the codebook set, with insufficiently many listeners, are held out from the experiments in Section IV-B, but
their songs are used to construct four codebooks as described
in Section III-A. From each held out artist, we randomly select
4http://www.last.fm/
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W

Fig. 4. Schematic diagram of training and retrieval. Here, “training data” encompasses both the subset of X used to train the metric , and the codebook
set X used to build the codebook V . While, in our experiments, both sets are
disjoint, in general, data used to build the codebook may also be used to train
the metric.
TABLE I
STATISTICS OF CAL10K DATA, AVERAGED ACROSS TEN RANDOM
TRAINING/VALIDATION/TEST SPLITS. # RELEVANT IS THE AVERAGE NUMBER
OF RELEVANT SONGS FOR EACH TRAINING/VALIDATION/TEST SONG

one song, and extract a 5-s sequence of MFCC vectors (431
half-overlapping 23-ms frames at 22 050 Hz). These samples
are collected into a bag-of-features of approximately 1.1 million samples, which is randomly permuted, and clustered via
online k-means in a single pass to build four codebooks of sizes
, respectively. Cluster centers are
initialized to the first (randomly selected) points. Note that
only the artists from the codebook set (and thus no artists from
the experiment set) are used to construct the codebooks. As a
result, the previous four codebooks are fixed throughout the experiments in the following section.
B. Procedure
For our experiments, we generate ten random splits of the
experiment set of 2015 artists into 40% training, 30% validation,
and 30% test artists.5 For each split, the set of all training artist
songs forms the training set, which serves as the database of
“known” songs, . For each split, and for each (training/test/
validation) artist, we then define the relevant artist set as the top
10 most similar training6artists. Finally, for any song by artist
, we define ’s relevant song set,
, as all songs by all artists
in ’s relevant artist set. The songs by all other training artists,
, the set of
not in ’s relevant artist set, are collected into
irrelevant songs for . The statistics of the training, validation,
and test splits are collected in Table I.
5Due to recording effects and our definition of similarity, it is crucial to split
at the level of artists rather than songs [47].
6Also for test and validation artists, we restrict the relevant artist set to the
training artists to mimic the realistic setting of retrieving “known” songs from
X , given an “unknown” (test/validation) query.
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For each of the four codebooks, constructed in the previous
section, each song was represented by a histogram over code. Codeword histograms
words using (11), with
were then mapped into PPK space by (13). For comparison purposes, we also experiment with Euclidean distance and MLR on
the raw codeword histograms.
To train the distance metric with Algorithm 1, we vary
. We experiment with three ranking
losses for training: area under the ROC curve (AUC), which
captures global qualities of the ranking, but penalizes mistakes
equally regardless of their position in the ranking; normalized
discounted cumulative gain (NDCG), which applies larger
penalties to mistakes at the beginning of the ranking than at
the end, and is therefore more localized than AUC; and mean
reciprocal rank (MRR), which is determined by the position
of the first relevant result, and is therefore the most localized
on the
ranking loss under consideration here. After learning
training set, retrieval is evaluated on the validation set, and the
which achieves highest AUC on the
parameter setting
validation set is then evaluated on the test set.
To evaluate a metric , the training set is ranked according
to distance from each test (validation) song under , and we
record the mean AUC of the rankings over all test (validation)
songs.
Prior to training with MLR, codeword histograms are compressed via principal components analysis (PCA) to capture
95% of the variance as estimated on the training set. While primarily done for computational efficiency, this step is similar to
the latent perceptual indexing method described by Sundaram
and Narayanan [35], and may also be interpreted as de-noising
the codeword histogram representations. In preliminary experiments, compression of codeword histograms was not observed
to significantly affect retrieval accuracy in either the native or
PPK spaces (without MLR optimization).
C. Comparisons
To evaluate the performance of the proposed system, we compare to several alternative methods for content-based query-byexample song retrieval: first, similarity derived from comparing
Gaussian mixture models of MFCCs; second, an alternative
(unsupervised) weighting of VQ codewords; and third, a highlevel, automatic semantic annotation method. We also include
a comparison to a manual semantic annotation method (i.e.,
driven by human experts), which although not content-based,
can provide an estimate of an upper bound on what can be
achieved by content-based methods. For both manual and automatic semantic annotations, we will also compare to their
MLR-optimized counterparts.
1) Gaussian Mixtures: From each song, a Gaussian mixture model (GMM) over its MFCCs was estimated via expectation-maximization [48]. Following Turnbull, et al. [49],
each song is represented by a GMM consisting of eight components with diagonal covariance matrices.7 The training set
is therefore represented as a collection of GMM distributions
7In addition to yielding the best performance for the auto-tagger described in
[49], eight-component diagonal covariance GMMs yields audio representations
of comparable space complexity to the proposed VQ approach.
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. This approach is representative of many previously proposed systems in the music information retrieval literature [6], [9], [50], and is intended to serve as a baseline against
which we can compare the proposed VQ approach.
At test time, given a query song , we first estimate its GMM
. We would then like to rank each
by increasing Kullback–Leibler (KL) divergence [51] from :

Intuitively,
assigns more weight to codewords which
appear in fewer songs, and reduces the importance of codewords
appearing in many songs. The training set is accordingly repis ranked
resented by TF-IDF vectors. At test time, each
according to decreasing cosine-similarity to the query :

(19)
(14)
However, we do not have a closed-form expression for KL
divergence between GMMs, so we must resort to approximate
methods. Several such approximation schemes have been
devised in recent years, including variational methods and
sampling approaches [52]. Here, we opt for the Monte Carlo
approximation
(15)
where
is a collection of independent samples drawn
from . Although the Monte Carlo approximation is considerably slower than closed-form approximations (e.g., variational
methods), with enough samples, it often exhibits higher accuracy [50], [52]. Note that because we are only interested in
the rank-ordering of given , it is equivalent to order each
by increasing (approximate) cross-entropy

(16)
For efficiency purposes, for each query we fix the sample
across all
. We use
samples
for each query, which was found to yield stable cross-entropy
estimates in an informal, preliminary experiment.
2) TF-IDF: The algorithm described in Section II-B is a supervised approach to learning an optimal transformation of feature descriptors (in this specific case, VQ histograms). Alternatively, it is common to use the natural statistics of the data in an
unsupervised fashion to transform the feature descriptors. As a
baseline, we compare to the standard method of combining term
frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) [53] representations with cosine similarity, which is commonly used with
both text [53] and codeword representations [54].
,
is
Given a codeword histogram , for each
mapped to its TF-IDF value by8
(17)
where
by9

is computed from the statistics of the training set

(18)
8Since codeword histograms are pre-normalized, there is no need to recompute the term frequency in (17).
9To avoid division by 0, we define IDF[v ] = 0 for any codeword v which is
not used in the training set.

3) Automatic Semantic Tags: The proposed method relies
on low-level descriptors to assess similarity between songs. Alternatively, similarity may be assessed by comparing high-level
content descriptors in the form of semantic tags. These tags may
include words to describe genre, instrumentation, emotion, etc.
Because semantic annotations may not be available for novel
query songs, we restrict attention to algorithms which automatically predict tags given only audio content.
In our experiments, we adapt the auto-tagging method proposed by Turnbull et al. [49]. This method summarizes each
song by a semantic multinomial distribution (SMD) over a vocabulary of 149 tag words. Each tag is characterized by a GMM
over MFCC vectors, each of which was trained previously
on the CAL500 data set [55]. A song is summarized by a
multinomial distribution , where the th entry is computed by
the geometric mean of the likelihood of ’s MFCC vectors
under :

(20)
is normalized to sum to 1.) The training set
(Each SMD
is thus described as a collection of SMDs
. At
test time, is ranked according to increasing distance from the
test query under the probability product kernel10 as described in
Section III-C. This representation is also amenable to optimization by MLR, and we will compare to retrieval performance after
optimizing PPK representations of SMDs with MLR.
4) Human Tags: Our final comparison uses semantic annotations manually produced by humans, and may be interpreted as
an upper bound on the performance of automated content analysis. Each song in CAL10K includes a partially observed, binary annotation vector over a vocabulary of 1053 tags from the
Music Genome Project11. The annotation vectors are weak in the
sense that a 1 indicates that the tag applies, while a 0 indicates
only that the tag may not apply.
In our experiments, we observed the best performance by
using cosine similarity as the retrieval function, although we
also tested TF-IDF and Euclidean distances. As in the auto-tag
case, we will also compare to tag vectors after optimization by
MLR. When training with MLR, annotation vectors were compressed via PCA to capture 95% of the training set variance.
10We also experimented with  -distance, ` , Euclidean, and (symmetrized)
KL divergence, but PPK distance was always statistically equivalent to the bestperforming distance.
11http://www.pandora.com/mgp.shtml
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1

Fig. 5. Retrieval accuracy with vector quantized
MFCC representations. Each grouping corresponds to a different codebook size
jV j 2 f
;
;
;
g. Each point within a group corresponds to a
different quantization threshold  2 f ; ; ; g. TF-IDF refers to cosine
similarity applied to IDF-weighted VQ histograms; Native refers to Euclidean
distance on unweighted VQ histograms; MLR refers to VQ histograms after
optimization by MLR; PPK MLR refers to distances after mapping VQ
histograms into probability product kernel space and subsequently optimizing
with MLR. Error bars correspond to one standard deviation across trials.

256 512 1024 2048

1248

V. RESULTS
A. Vector Quantization
In a first series of experiments, we evaluate various approaches and configurations based on VQ codeword histograms. Fig. 5 lists the AUC achieved by four different
approaches (Native, TF-IDF, MLR, PPK-MLR), based on VQ
codeword histograms, for each of four codebook sizes and
each of four quantization thresholds. We observe that using
Euclidean distance on raw codeword histograms12 (Native)
yields significantly higher performance for codebooks of intermediate size (512 or 1024) than for small (256) or large
(2048) codebooks. For the 1024 codebook, increasing results
in significant gains in performance, but it does not exceed the
performance for the 512 codebook. The decrease in accuracy
suggests that performance is indeed sensitive to
for
overly large codebooks.
After learning an optimal distance metric with MLR on raw
histograms (i.e., not PPK representations) (MLR), we observe
two interesting effects. First, MLR optimization always yields
significantly better performance than the native Euclidean distance. Second, performance is much less sensitive to the choice
of codebook size and quantization threshold: all settings of for
achieve statistically equivcodebooks of size at least
alent performance.
Finally, we observe the highest performance by combining
the PPK representation with MLR optimization (PPK-MLR).
, the mean AUC score improves from
For
(Native) to
(PPK-MLR). The effects of codebook size and quantization threshold are diminished by MLR optimization, although they are slightly more
pronounced than in the previous case without PPK. We may then
ask: does top- VQ provide any benefit?
Fig. 6 lists the effective dimensionality—the number of principal components necessary to capture 95% of the training set’s
12For clarity, we omit the performance curves for native Euclidean distance on
PPK representations, as they do not differ significantly from the Native curves
shown.
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Fig. 6. Effective dimensionality of codeword histograms in PPK space, i.e., the
number of principal components necessary to capture 95% of the training set’s
variance, as a function of the quantization threshold  . (The results reported in
the figure are the average effective dimension 6 one standard deviation across
trials.)

variance—of codeword histograms in PPK space as a function
of quantization threshold . Although for the best-performing
, each of
achieves stacodebook size
tistically equivalent performance, the effective dimensionality
to
. Thus,
varies from
top- VQ can be applied to dramatically reduce the dimensionality of VQ representations, which in turn reduces the number
of parameters learned by MLR, and therefore improves the efficiency of learning and retrieval, without significantly degrading
performance.
B. Qualitative Results
Fig. 7 illustrates an example optimized similarity space produced by MLR on PPK histogram representations, as visualized
in two dimensions by t-SNE [56]. Even though the algorithm is
never exposed to any explicit semantic information, the optimized space does exhibit regions which seem to capture intuitive notions of genre, such as hip-hop, metal, and classical.
Table II illustrates a few example queries and their top-5
closest results under the Euclidean and MLR-optimized metric.
The native space seems to capture similarities due to energy and
instrumentation, but does not necessarily match CF similarity.
The optimized space captures aspects of the audio data which
correspond to CF similarity, and produces playlists with more
relevant results.
C. Comparison
Fig. 5 lists the accuracy achieved by using TF-IDF weighting
on codeword histograms. For all VQ configurations (i.e., for
each codebook size and quantization threshold) TF-IDF significantly degrades performance compared to MLR-based methods,
which indicates that inverse document frequency may not be as
an accurate predictor of salience in codeword histograms as in
natural language [53].
Fig. 8 shows the performance of all other methods
against which we compare. First, we observe that raw SMD
representations provide more accurate retrieval than both the
GMM approach and raw VQ codeword histograms (i.e., prior
to optimization by MLR). This may be expected, as previous
studies have demonstrated superior query-by-example retrieval
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Fig. 7. A t-SNE visualization of the optimized similarity space produced by PPK+MLR on one training/test split of the data (jV j = 1024;
three peripheral regions reveal hip-hop (upper-right), metal (lower-left), and classical (lower-right) genres.



= 1). Close-ups on

TABLE II
EXAMPLE PLAYLISTS GENERATED BY 5-NEAREST (TRAINING) NEIGHBORS OF THREE DIFFERENT QUERY (TEST) SONGS (LEFT) USING EUCLIDEAN DISTANCE ON
RAW CODEWORD HISTOGRAMS (CENTER) AND MLR-OPTIMIZED PPK DISTANCES (RIGHT). RELEVANT RESULTS ARE INDICATED BY

performance when using semantic representations of multimedia data [57], [58].
Moreover, SMD and VQ can be optimized by MLR to achieve
significantly higher performance than raw SMD and VQ, respectively. The semantic representations in SMD compress the
original audio content to a small set of descriptive terms, at
a higher level of abstraction. In raw form, this representation
provides a more robust set of features, which improves recommendation performance compared to matching low-level content features that are often noisier. On the other hand, semantic
representations are inherently limited by the choice of vocabulary and may prematurely discard important discriminative information (e.g., subtle distinctions within sub-genres). This renders them less attractive as starting point for a metric learning
algorithm like MLR, compared to less-compressed (but possibly noisier) representations, like VQ. Indeed, the latter may

retain more information for MLR to learn an appropriate similarity function. This is confirmed by our experiments: MLR improves VQ significantly more than it does for SMD. As a result,
MLR-VQ outperforms all other content-based methods in our
experiments.
Finally, we provide an estimate of an upper bound on what
can be achieved by automatic, content-based methods, by evaluating the retrieval performance when using manual annotawith cosine similarity, and
tions (Tag in Fig. 8):
with MLR-optimized similarity. The improvement in accuracy for human tags, when using MLR, indicates
that even handcrafted annotations can be improved by learning
an optimal distance over tag vectors. By contrast, TF-IDF on
, indihuman tag vectors decreases performance to
cating that IDF does not accurately model (binary) tag salience.
The gap in performance between content-based methods and
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Fig. 8. Comparison of VQ-based retrieval accuracy to competing methods. VQ
corresponds to a codebook of size V
with quantization threshold 
. Tag-based methods (red) use human annotations, and are not automatically
derived from audio content. Error bars correspond to one standard deviation
across trials.

1

= 1024

=

manual annotations suggests that there is still room for improvement. Closing this gap may require incorporating more complex
features to capture rhythmic and structural properties of music
which are discarded by the simple timbral descriptors used here.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a method for improving
content-based audio similarity by learning from a sample of
collaborative filter data. Collaborative filters form the basis of
state-of-the-art recommendation systems, but cannot directly
form recommendations or answer queries for items which have
not yet been consumed or rated. By optimizing content-based
similarity from a collaborative filter, we provide a simple
mechanism for alleviating the cold-start problem and extending
music recommendation to novel or less known songs.
By using implicit feedback in the form of user listening history, we can efficiently collect high-quality training data without
active user participation, and as a result, train on larger collections of music than would be practical with explicit feedback or
survey data. Our notion of similarity derives from user activity
in a bottom-up fashion, and obviates the need for coarse simplifications such as genre or artist agreement.
Our proposed top- VQ audio representation enables efficient
and compact description of the acoustic content of music data.
Combining this audio representation with an optimized distance
metric yields similarity calculations which are both efficient to
compute and substantially more accurate than competing content-based methods. The proposed metric learning framework
is robust with respect to the choice of codebook size and VQ
threshold , and yields stable performance over a broad range
of VQ configurations.
While in this work, our focus remains on music recommendation applications, the proposed methods are quite general,
and may apply to a wide variety of applications involving content-based similarity, such as nearest-neighbor classification of
audio signals.
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